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Season 47, Episode 102
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Ep. #11826



Lucy informs her mom that Rosanna stayed with her while Craig was in Montega. Sierra is furious. Lucy goes on to say how sneaky Rosanna is and how jealous she is of Sierras relationship with Craig. Meanwhile, Craig tells Rosanna that if she can break up Lucy and Aaron, she will be back in his good graces. Sierra stops by and warns Rosanna to stay out of Lucys life. Rosanna leaves and Craig and Sierra argue about how to handle Lucy. Their argument escalates and Craig admits to being concerned about Katie and Margo. Later, Sierra runs into Rosanna, who cant help but goad her about her relationship with Craig. Sierra responds by announcing that she and Craig slept together in Montega. In the hospital, Tom confronts Margo about the living will that she had drawn up. Simon and Katie talk on the phone and Tom overhears her lie to Simon about why she is in the hospital. Holden goes to offer his support and Tom tells him about how he found Aaron in his house. Katie assures Margo that she told Simon what she was doing and they prepare for their surgery. Rose calls Lily and explains she is not going to return to Oakdale until Joe has completely recovered. Aaron informs Lily that Sierra is in town and thanks Lily for helping him save his job at the country club. Holden comes home and questions Aaron about the trophy he was holding in the Hughes home. Aaron explains what happened, but takes off when Holden suggests that he speak with a therapist.

Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 August 2002, 14:00
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